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We predict a significant increase of the 3 dB-cutoff-frequency on the ground-state lasing wave-

length for two-state-lasing quantum-dot lasers using a microscopically motivated multi-level rate-

equation model. After the onset of the second lasing line, the excited state acts as a high-pass filter,

improving the ground-state response to faster modulation frequencies. We present both numerically

simulated small-signal and large-signal modulation results and compare the performance of single

and two-state lasing devices. Furthermore, we give dynamical arguments for the advantages of

two-state lasing on data-transmission capabilities. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921173]

The use of semiconductor laser devices for high-speed

communication-network applications critically depends on

the maximum achievable modulation frequency. A high

bandwidth means faster data transmission and hence consid-

erable effort has been put into improving the performance of

lasing devices.1–3 Quantum-dot (QD) based devices were

once predicted to have superior modulation capabilities

when compared to quantum-well (QW) and bulk devices.4,5

However, the slow scattering dynamics are limiting the

bandwidth of current QD based structures, so that they yet

are unable to compete with high quality QW-based lasers.6–8

Nonetheless, due to their low threshold currents, high

temperature stability, and high efficiency,9 studying their

dynamic properties is still the topic of many recent publica-

tions.1,10–13 Moreover, QDs also exhibit some unique lasing

behavior, setting them apart from other gain materials.

Because of their effectively zero-dimensional structure, elec-

tronic states are quantized in a quasi-atom-like fashion, giv-

ing rise to multiple well separated energy levels. The lowest

of these levels, the ground state (GS), is usually used for las-

ing purposes. However, because of the aforementioned slow

scattering into the QD states, lasing on the first excited state

(ES) is also obtainable.14–17 Pure ES lasers have been ana-

lyzed and have shown good modulation characteristics.16,18

The simultaneous lasing on the GS and ES is referred to as

two-state lasing.19–22 In this paper, we study the interplay of

two-state lasing and modulation capabilities. We go beyond

studying only the effect of the excited states on the carrier

lifetimes10–12 by also considering the effect of ES lasing,

i.e., on the large and small-signal modulation response of the

GS. To be able to correctly predict the performance, we use

a microscopically motivated multi-level rate-equation model

with stochastic spontaneous emission noise, which separately

treats electron and hole dynamics. A first study of the effect

of ES lasing on the relaxation oscillations with a simplified

modeling approach was done in Ref. 23, however, without

distinguishing between GS and ES photons as we do here.

This letter is structured as follows: we first present the model

used for numerical simulation and then present small and

large-signal analysis of the two-state lasing simulations,

before we summarize the results and conclude with the im-

portant implications of our findings.

The QD laser model is based on our previous mod-

els.17,24–26 We include the area density of GS and ES pho-

tons Nm
ph, with m � {GS, ES}, which interact with the

electron and hole occupation probabilities for GS and ES qm
b ,

with b � {e, h}. To account for the inhomogeneous broaden-

ing of the QD ensemble, we assume that only a fraction

f act¼ 0.366 is optically active and a second set of variables

qm
b;ia is introduced for the inactive fraction (1� f act). The

effect of the inhomogeneous broadening on the scattering

dynamics is therefore preserved. This approach is based on

our previous works.17,25 Furthermore, the 2D carrier den-

sities wb model the carrier reservoir corresponding to the

QW layers surrounding the QDs. A sketch of the energetic

structure can be seen in Fig. 1. The full set of 12 equations is

given by

d

dt
Nm

ph ¼ þ gm qm
e þ qm

h � 1
� �

� jm

� �
Nm

ph

þ bNQDf actWmqm
e qm

h ; (1)

d

dt
qm

b ¼�
gm

�mNQDf act
qm

e þ qm
h � 1

� �
Nm

ph

�Wmqm
e qm

h þ Rm
b;a; (2)

d

dt
qm

b;ia ¼ �Wmqm
e;iaq

m
h;ia þ Rm

b;ia; (3)

FIG. 1. Sketch of the energy levels and scattering channels of the QD model

(left) and device structure (right). Both GS photons with xGS and ES pho-

tons with xES are modeled.
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d

dt
wb ¼ þJ � RW

losswewh þ Rwell
b : (4)

Here, gGS¼ 0.115 ps�1, gES¼ 0.23 ps�1, and jm, with m
� {GS, ES}, denote the optical gain and losses, NQD

¼ 5� 1010 cm�2 is the area density of QDs per layer,

WGS¼ 0.44� 10�3 ps�1 and WES¼ 0.55� 10�3 ps�1 are the

spontaneous emission rate coefficients, and �m is the degener-

acy of the QD levels, which is 1 for the GS and 2 for the ES.

RW
loss ¼ 0:09 nm2 ns�1 denotes the loss rate of QW carriers.

The pump current density J only enters in the QW equation, so

that carriers have to scatter into the QD levels before interact-

ing radiatively. This is described by the scattering terms Rm
b for

the QD equations

Rm
b;a ¼ Sm;cap

b;in 1� qm
b

� �
� Sm;cap

b;out qm
b

� �

6
1

�m
Srel

b;in 1� qGS
b

� �
qES

b � Srel
b;outq

GS
b 1� qES

b

� �h i
; (5)

where the S coefficients are microscopically calculated scat-

tering rates,24 which depend on QW densities and tempera-

ture (S¼ S(we, wh, T)). The scattering rates are calculated for

an energetic depth of 64 meV (40 meV) for the electron

(hole) GS and 14 meV (20 meV) for the ES. The coefficients

are derived for Auger scattering, for further details, cf. Refs.

17, 24, and 27. The first line in Eq. (5) describes capture

processes from the QW into the QD states, while the second

line contains the intra-dot relaxation terms, where the plus

(minus) sign applies to the GS (ES) equation. The inactive

QDs experience identical scattering terms, but with all qm
b

substituted by the corresponding qm
b;ia. The QW scattering

term Rwell is given by

Rwell
b ¼ �2NQDf act½SGS;cap

b;in ð1� qGS
b Þ � SGS;cap

b;out ðqGS
b Þ�

�4NQDf act½SES;cap
b;in ð1� qES

b Þ � SES;cap
b;out ðqES

b Þ�
�2NQDð1� f actÞ½SGS;cap

b;in ð1� qGS
b;iaÞ � SGS;cap

b;out ðqGS
b;iaÞ�

�4NQDð1� f actÞ½SES;cap
b;in ð1� qES

b;iaÞ � SES;cap
b;out ðqES

b;iaÞ�:
(6)

Here, the prefactors in each line account for the degener-

acy of the GS and ES, including spin degeneracy.

Isolating the effect of two-state lasing, i.e., the effect of

additional ES photons in the cavity, requires to simulate two

devices (with and without ES lasing) with approximately the

same parameters. Thus, we need to keep as many parameters

constant as possible. As introduced in Eq. (4), we employ

two different loss terms, namely, jGS and jES, which we use

to switch between two-state lasing and single-state lasing

devices. Usually, the GS and ES will experience roughly the

same optical losses j as their frequencies are relatively simi-

lar. However, the optical losses can become decoupled, e.g.,

when a dichroic mirror is considered. Dichroic mirrors have

already been employed in experiments28,29 and use a coating

that is reflective in the optical frequency of one state but

transmissive in the other state.

For the parameters and scattering rates as used in this

paper, the device achieves typical two-state lasing operation

for jGS¼0.049 ps�1 and jES¼ 0.045 ps�1. We simulate a

second device structure by doubling the ES optical losses

jES to 0.09 ps�1, therefore suppressing ES lasing. All other

parameters and the scattering rates are identical. The light-

current characteristics for both cases are shown in the top

panels of Fig. 2. We denote the GS threshold current density

by JGS
th and the ES threshold by JES

th (vertical lines in Fig. 2).

To obtain small-signal modulation bandwidths, the

pump-current density was modulated in time in a harmonic

fashion, i.e., JðtÞ ¼ J0 þ DJ sin ð2pftÞ. Here J0 denotes the

dc pump-current density, f is the modulation frequency, and

DJ is the ac modulation amplitude of the current density,

which was kept constant at DJ ’ 0:02� JES
th . The resulting

modulation of photon densities is then normalized with

respect to the zero-frequency modulation. Modulation

response curves typically exhibit one resonance peak and

then rapidly fall off towards high frequency (see Fig. 3).

Thus, the maximum achievable modulation frequency is

defined as the 3 dB-cutoff-frequency f�3dB, i.e., where the

normalized modulation amplitude falls below �3 dB ’ 0.5.

The cutoff frequencies are shown for GS (red) and ES

(blue) modulation in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) for the two-state and

single-state lasing case, respectively, as a function of the

pump current density J. Additionally, this maximum band-

width was also calculated for the total photon density

(black), which corresponds to a measurement where ES and

GS photons cannot be discerned (as, for instance, is done in

Ref. 30). Light-colored parts correspond to modulation

below lasing thresholds. There is a clear correlation between

the lasing thresholds and cutoff-frequencies. Cutoff-frequen-

cies are small below the GS threshold pump current density

JGS
th for both GS and ES and their shape is in accordance with

simulations of Ref. 31. Above the GS threshold, cutoff-

frequencies are notably higher. While the GS cutoff-

frequency increases in a square-root-like fashion, the ES

exhibits an immediate increase. However, the ES is not las-

ing at this point and therefore the output power is low. Also

note that the GS modulation is independent of the optical

FIG. 2. (a) and (b) Simulated photon densities Nph and (c) and (d) small sig-

nal 3 dB-cutoff-frequencies f–3dB versus pump current density J for GS (red)

and ES (blue) emission. Left: Low ES losses jES¼ 0.045 ps–1; Right: high

ES losses jES¼ 0.09 ps�1. Values for the combined light output of ES and

GS are shown in black dashed. ES cutoff-frequency below threshold is

shown in light blue.
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losses in the ES, as can be seen by comparing panels (c) and

(d) for currents below the ES threshold.

Dynamically, the most interesting feature is the reaction

of the GS modulation bandwidth to the appearance of the ES

lasing: Above the ES threshold current density JES
th , the GS

cutoff-frequency more than doubles. This is true for all pa-

rameter and scattering rate sets that were tested and is con-

sistently reappearing whenever two-state lasing starts, as

long as different nonlinear rates for electrons and holes are

used. Also, close to the ES threshold, the ES modulation fre-

quency is reaching a minimum (Fig. 2(c)). This is related to

the undamped relaxation oscillations, which suppress any

high-frequency modulation by their long transient times.

Furthermore, relaxation oscillation frequencies are minimal

at threshold, so that resonances cannot be exploited. Above

threshold, the ES cutoff-frequencies increase in a similar

fashion to the GS above its threshold.

The modulation bandwidth of the total photon intensity

(black lines in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)) also shows a slight

increase in the modulation bandwidth for two-state lasing

currents. This has already been noted in the literature and

has been seen in experiments.30 In this regard, the results of

Abusaa et al.23 should also be noted. They calculated the

relaxation oscillation frequency for a two-state lasing device,

but only considering the total intensity and not distinguishing

between ES and GS photons. Their results correctly predict

the numerically obtained modulation frequencies for the total

photon density presented here.

To understand the GS modulation bandwidth enhance-

ment, i.e., the sudden increase in the GS cutoff-frequency

upon the onset of two-state lasing in the small-signal analy-

sis, we present two sets of modulation response curves in

Fig. 3. The GS (red) and ES (blue) modulation response is

shown versus modulation frequency in a double-logarithmic

plot for current densities slightly below (a) and slightly

above (b) the ES threshold JES
th . Note that we chose not to

normalize the modulation response in Fig. 3. Below the ES

threshold (a), neither the GS nor the ES shows a high cutoff-

frequency, as indicated by the thin black lines, and no reso-

nance peaks can be seen. Further, the ES modulation is

much smaller than that of the GS, as the ES is not lasing yet

and accordingly has a small response to external periodic

signals.

Fig. 3(b) shows modulation response curves above the

ES threshold. The light-colored lines are reproductions of

panel (a) for better comparison. It can be seen that the high-

frequency flank of the GS response does not change when

two-state lasing starts. In contrast, the GS modulation

response (red) towards low frequencies is reduced compared

to sub-ES threshold currents (light red). As the 3 dB-cutoff-

frequency is defined with respect to the low-frequency mod-

ulation amplitude, i.e., for a normalized response curve, this

drop in low-frequency modulation response increases the

cutoff-frequency of the GS.

The drastic increase in the GS small signal bandwidth at

JES
th of Fig. 2(c) can therefore be linked to the decreasing

low-frequency response of the absolute GS modulation

response, which changes the normalization level, while the

high-frequency GS response is unaffected. The lower the

small-frequency modulation falls, the further out the

cutoff-frequency will be pushed by this renormalization and

hence the larger the small-signal bandwidth f�3dB becomes.

The limit of this small-frequency GS modulation response

for f ! 0 Hz can always be directly inferred from the light-

current characteristic of the device. When the system is

driven by a slowly varied current, i.e., oscillations with small

driving frequency f, the laser will reach its steady state adia-

batically. Then, the absolute modulation response will be

given by the differential change in the photon density

DNph¼Nph(JþDJ) � Nph(J�DJ). For a small modulation

current DJ, this can be expressed as DNph ’ ð d
dJ NphÞ2DJ,

where the slope of the light-current curve d
dJ Nph was used.

As two-state lasing results in a smaller GS slope after ES

threshold, the cutoff-frequency f–3dB increases.

Therefore, if we can change the slope of the GS light-

current curve above ES threshold JES
th , e.g., by manipulating

the scattering rates, we can manufacture very high cutoff-

frequencies in the GS response. However, simultaneously,

GS large signal modulation becomes increasingly difficult if

the GS slope tends to zero, as different current densities will

result in almost identical light output. Therefore, the small-

signal modulation bandwidth alone is not a good prediction

for large signal modulation capabilities once two-state lasing

occurs, as a trade-off between maximum frequency and

absolute photon density modulation has to be taken into

account. Note that a separate description of electrons and

holes and the carrier-density dependent scattering rates are

required to describe the two-state lasing correctly,17 while

simpler models would result in a constant GS power after the

ES threshold. The modulation response of the ES (blue lines

in Fig. 3), on the other hand, does not change qualitatively

when comparing above and below JES
th . In terms of absolute

modulation response, it is shifted towards higher photon den-

sities, but f ES
3dB stays minimal.

Modulation bandwidths are also strongly dependent on

the scattering scheme, as was reported in Ref. 12. The

authors found indirect, ES-mediated capture processes to be

detrimental to GS bandwidth. As is detailed in Refs. 17 and

14, two-state lasing can only be achieved by the decoupling

of GS and ES carrier levels because of the delayed scattering

scheme. To this end, our findings suggest that the indirect

capture can also be used to increase bandwidth, namely, by

achieving two-state lasing.

FIG. 3. Photon density Nm
ph modulation response (not normalized) for GS

(red) and ES (blue) versus driving frequency f are shown for pump current

densities below ES threshold J ’ 0:9� JES
th (a) and above ES threshold J ’

1:2� JES
th (b) for the two-state lasing device. Light-colored lines in (b) are

reproductions of the lines in (a) for better comparison.
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To perform a realistic large-signal modulation, we take

into account stochastic spontaneous emission by the inclu-

sion of a Gaussian white noise term in the photon equation

of (4), the derivation of which can be found in Ref. 32. We

simulated large-signal modulation of non-return-to-zero on-

off-keyed pseudo-random bit sequences for the single-state

and two-state lasing device. We modulated the current den-

sity between Jlow ¼ 1:7� JES
th and Jhigh ¼ 2� JES

th . A bit se-

ries with a bit rate of f and rise/fall times for the current

signal of 50 ps between different bits is considered.

The resulting eye-diagrams for f¼ 4 GBit/s are shown in

Fig. 4. We show this as an example, but the qualitative

results remain unchanged for higher modulation frequency

and contrast. The GS response in the two-state lasing case in

Fig. 4(a) shows clear open eyes, while the ES suffers from

patterning effects (Fig. 4(c)). Upon switching to the single-

state lasing device, the GS performance deteriorates (Fig.

4(b)), leading to weaker eye-opening. Naturally, the ES is

turned off for the single-state lasing case and therefore no

modulation was obtained in Fig. 4(d). The cleaner modula-

tion obtained for the GS during two-state lasing can be

linked to the high cutoff-frequency seen in the small-signal

analysis of Fig. 2(c), which in turn is related to the damped

modulation response for low frequencies as seen in Fig. 3(b).

On the other hand, the spontaneous emission noise is slightly

more pronounced due to the lower absolute intensity modu-

lation. Overall, this behavior implies that the appearance of

ES lasing improves the high-frequency modulation of the

GS.

From our numerical simulations for small and large-

signal modulation, we conclude that two-state lasing effec-

tively damps low-frequency modulations, i.e., long transients

that would destroy clean modulation, while still permitting

high-frequency modulation. Therefore, the effect of ES las-

ing on GS lasing is best described as a high-pass filter. The

ES photons act as a buffer for ES carrier levels, due to gain

clamping: Higher pump currents will only increase the ES

photon densities, not the ES carrier occupations. Therefore,

when excitation is slow, i.e., f small, the ES occupations, and

thus the net charge-carrier relaxation from the ES to the GS,

stay approximately constant. The transmission of low

frequency modulation to the GS is thus reduced. In contrast,

high frequencies are still able to reach the GS, when the ES

carrier and photon levels cannot equilibrate fast enough to

insulate GS carrier levels.

Nevertheless, the GS exhibits nonzero modulation at low

frequencies due to the direct capture of charge carriers from

the QW to the GS, which is, however, slower than the relaxa-

tion. Furthermore, the relaxation rates also depend on the QW

densities, leading to a modulation of the GS even for clamped

ES occupation. As the relaxation is, however, the dominating

contribution to the GS carrier in-scattering, we still see an

improved GS performance during two-state lasing in our

large-signal modulation eye-diagrams. Therefore, this effect is

promising for application purposes and merits thorough exper-

imental investigation. We note that an increase in GS perform-

ance, similar to our prediction, was already experimentally

observed in Ref. 30. However, the authors switched between

two-state and single-state lasing by increasing the temperature,

which might have decreased the modulation improvement.

We simulated two-state lasing QD devices and their

modulation properties. We report an abrupt increase in the

GS small-signal modulation bandwidth at the onset of two-

state lasing, which is accompanied by the sudden appearance

of a resonance peak in the modulation curve. This is also

visible in the large-signal modulation eye diagrams, where

the GS shows an improved performance. When investigating

this phenomenon, we found that the interplay of ES photons

and ES carriers effectively limits the influence of slow mod-

ulation frequencies on the GS by ES clamping. However,

this breaks down when modulation frequency becomes too

fast for the ES to reach its equilibrium. Hence, high frequen-

cies suitable for fast switching in data transmission applica-

tions are still able to reach the GS, while slow transients are

effectively filtered out by the ES, improving the GS

response. In this context, the slope of the GS light-current

curve and thus the carrier transfer into the GS during two-

state lasing is important. This can only be predicted correctly

by using a model with separate electron and hole densities,

direct GS capture and QW dependent scattering rates.

The parameters used in our simulations were not opti-

mized to yield maximum bandwidth but rather to clearly

present the effect of two-state lasing. From our theoretical

analysis, we can expect even devices that are already fast to

profit from two-state lasing. If the slope of the GS in the

light-current characteristic becomes smaller, the GS cutoff-

frequencies can reach higher values. However, the large-

signal modulation will become impossible in the limit of a

saturated GS intensity. Furthermore, a larger ES intensity

slope leads to more energy being lost as ES photons, and fol-

lowingly a lower efficiency. Therefore, a tradeoff between

these different trends has to be taken into account.
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